The twentieth century is commonly perceived as the era when the lofty pursuit of 'learning for learning's sake' began declining as an aspiration amongst British working classes. It is a perception strongly informing, for example, one of the most recent and influential studies on the subject, Jonathan Rose's The Intellectual Life of the British Working Classes.
comments from the following Scottish parliamentary debate in 2008 make clear:
One main underpinning of the Scottish education system's reputation throughout the world is the inherent honesty in our approach, which has led to the insistence that it is the abilities of the individual that matter, not their place in society. That is a prime support of the Scottish education system and I am glad that we have it. . . .
[W]e in Scotland are exceptionally good -better than most other countries in the world -at 'formal equity'. . . .
[A]lthough we may not have our independence as a country we at least have it for our education system.
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It is apparent from such publicly stated remarks that equality in educational opportunity and the maintenance of high levels of literacy, whether real or imagined in Scottish society in both the past and present, do exercise a powerful hold over the collective Scottish selfimage. 5 This chapter sets such a fashioned image within a historical context also informed by recent research. We begin by examining the confused legacy of a twentieth-century Scottish working-class identity inherited from the nineteenth century. This is followed by an analysis of twentieth-century Scottish working class formations as reflected in attitudes to literacy, learning and reading, the purpose of which is to interrogate class and the relationship that developed between reading and the Scottish working classes within the timeframe of the last century. Thirdly, this discussion focuses on the separate social and educational traditions that persisted in Scotland and which it could be argued have encouraged the continued survival of reading as an act of self-improvement in twentieth-century Scotland. We will cover certain aspects of autodidactic behaviour in twentieth-century Scotland, using evidence from personal testimony in three areas: library use, newspaper and magazine reading choices, and lastly, the simple will to read and to continue to read, over other media that deliver education and leisure activity. Much of the oral evidence that will be cited comes from the reading reception project, Scottish Readers Remember, an initiative of the Scottish Archive of Print and Publishing History Records (SAPPHIRE). 6 This study has collected oral testimony from Scots born before 1945. The oral histories take a life course format,
